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Introduction
Utah Valley University (UVU) is the largest four-year
public institution in Utah with over 33,000 students. Founded as
a small technical school in the 1940s, UVU has seen unparalleled
growth in the student body as well as tremendous growth in the
number of academic degrees and programs offered. From Fall
2007 to Fall 2010, the university experienced a 37% increase
in headcount. UVU currently offers three masters degrees, 59
bachelors, 68 associates, and 21 certificates and diplomas.
In July 2008, UVU opened a new 200,000 square
foot library and completed the transition to university status.
The library has a staff of 32 full time employees, including
12 librarians. The budget has remained flat at approximately
$2.9 million for the past five years. The new building created
a complex set of issues, and the most pressing was the
overwhelming nature of the building. Library staff quickly
realized that the new five-story building - the largest on campus
- intimidated students. Many students had difficulty navigating
and locating the various resources and services within.
A student-led focus group in Spring 2009 identified
a number of changes the library could make to better serve
students. Suggestions for improvements included offering a
library orientation and increasing publicity. In response to
the focus group suggestions, staff observations, and student
demographics, the library promotions committee, made up of
six staff members from departments throughout the library,

developed and piloted two orientation games–Get a Clue for
fall semester and LibraryCraft for spring semester.

Why Gaming?
The unique nature of the UVU student body made a
formal orientation session difficult for the library to implement,
and the committee felt a formal approach would attract only a
minimal number of students. UVU students primarily commute
from surrounding communities with approximately 60%
residing in Utah County, the location of the university’s main
campus. The university does not have on-campus housing. In
addition, over 45% of the students work 21 hours or more per
week while taking classes. As an open enrollment institution,
over 70% of the students need at least one remedial or
developmental course to meet general education requirement
prerequisites.
The characteristics of the Millennial generation also
made gaming an attractive method of orientation. Since some
students view library instruction as dull, gaming provided an
engaging way for students to have an experiential learning
activity in a manner in which many were used to. The
committee recognized how gaming is a common recreational
activity for Millennials, and the use of gaming in the classroom
is becoming more widespread. Games using a problem-based
learning approach allow students to learn by trial and error and,
in turn, gain a deeper understanding if the games are designed
appropriately.

Implementation
Baker (Assistant Director – Public Services) and
Smith (Reference and Instruction Librarian)
Utah Valley University [Orem, UT]
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During the 2009-2010 academic year, the library piloted
the two games to address the orientation goals. Get a Clue was
created to orient students to the physical layout of the building
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and a few highly visible services while LibraryCraft oriented
students to the library’s web site and key electronic resources.
Each game ran for three weeks and targeted different audiences.
Get a Clue focused on incoming freshman in the Introduction
to Writing course (ENG 1010) and the First Year Experience
course (CLSS 1000). LibraryCraft’s target audiences were the
Intermediate Writing courses (ENG 2010/2020).
Because the success of the overall goals hinged on
the communication methods and channels, the promotions
committee developed a communications plan to implement the
games:

Communication Plan
Communication Strategy

Target Audience

Reasons for Use

New Student Orientation

Students (incoming
freshmen)

New students in most need of orientation

Digital Signs

Students, Faculty

Gate counts show a monthly average of 100,000 visits

Flyers

Students, Faculty

Patrons already interested in the library

English Faculty Orientation

Faculty

Ask for game to be used in classes

CLSS 1000 Mentors

Students

Mentors work directly with freshman students and
encourage participation

Facebook

Students, Faculty

Fans already show interest in the library

Get a Clue
As part of the planning, the committee opted to use
familiar games to develop orientation games. Get a Clue was
based on the board game Clue. The clues in Get a Clue consisted
of excerpts from an imaginary detective solving a crime that had
occurred in the library. The detective, patterned after Inspector
Clouseau from the Pink Panther movies, bumbled his way
through the clues to bring in an element of humor. Each clue
was printed on a large poster and displayed in select locations.
Students received the game piece at the Circulation Desk. The
game piece included maps of the building as well as descriptions
of library services needed to solve the crime. A committee
member wrote the script for the game. A second committee
member then designed the advertising and clue posters.

Before releasing the game, the promotions committee
used the library’s new student library aides as a small focus
group. A committee member met with the aides and went over
the game concept, the game piece and the clues. Based on
feedback, the committee made minor adjustments to the game
and prepared to launch the pilot.
When the pilot version of Get a Clue rolled out, the
promotions committee quickly realized, based on observations
and feedback from the librarians at the Reference Desk, that
more changes were needed, including to the game’s premise.
Librarians noticed that students were not familiar with the
elimination process in Clue and did not understand the concept
of solving the clues to identify who had committed the crime.
The wording seemed to distract from the message in the clues.
For example, the first clue told students to “Determine where the
library keeps its books. Investigate ‘ruckus’.” Students focused
on the word “ruckus” instead of reading the entire clue to
locate the next clue. Library staff had also created a short video
introduction to set the scene for the game. Based on feedback
from librarians and website hit counts, students bypassed the
video and began the game at the first clue. Using the experiences
from the pilot version, the committee made several changes for
the Fall 2010 version. The video introduction was removed, and
the game rules were simplified to track clue locations.

Figure 2: Sample Clue for Get a Clue (2012 version)

Figure 1: Get a Clue Game Piece (2012 Version)

Almost 400 students played Get a Clue during the
fall 2010 semester, and 338 students completed a short survey
offered at the end of the game. Based on survey responses, Get
a Clue met its intended goals. The results indicated the game
reached students who had minimal exposure to the library, the
library’s target audience, with 63% having visited the library
fewer than five times. As an orientation to the library, Get a
Clue succeeded in increasing the students’ comfort level with
nearly 90% of students reporting they were more comfortable
navigating their way around the library after completing Get a
Clue. In addition, 92% of the students described the game as a
good use of their time, and 92.3% would recommend the game
to other students.
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Figure 4: Sample Artwork from LibraryCraft

Comments from students were very encouraging and
enlightening, with most coming in the form of suggestions for
improvement:
•

Get clues stamped at each station

•

Make #5 easier to find.

•

Make the game piece less obvious.

•

Make it harder. It was tons of fun.

•

Nothing. It was an awesome fun experience.

One reason for Get a Clue’s success was outreach to
faculty. Based on the surveys, 88.5% completed the game as
part of a class assignment or for extra credit.

LibraryCraft
LibraryCraft was based on online fantasy games
such as World of Warcraft. Before writing the game script and
rules, the promotions committee identified essential skills and
resources to emphasize. The committee intended for the game
to provide a simple and fun introduction to online resources.
LibraryCraft sent students on a medieval quest that took them
to different parts of the library’s website. Lessons learned from
Get a Clue were used to create a fun, lighthearted story with
the student acting as the protagonist after selecting an avatar to
begin the game.

Figure 3: Avatar Options for LibraryCraft

LibraryCraft debuted during the Spring 2010 semester,
and most students were very complimentary of the graphics and
creativity of the game. However, students reported difficulties
playing and confusion about the tasks. Feedback also indicated
the game was too long. The promotions committee revised
the game before Spring 2011 to clarify task instructions.
The interface was slightly modified and programming was
thoroughly debugged and tested in all common browsers. The
revised version ran more smoothly, and librarians reported
fewer students needing assistance.
A survey at the end of the pilot version of LibraryCraft
helped determine the game’s success. Of the 52 students who
responded, 84.5% agreed or strongly agreed that LibraryCraft
taught them a new library skill. Students commented that the
game helped them learn more about library resources and made
learning how to use those resources fun.
Comments on what the students enjoyed about the
game were very encouraging:

Since LibraryCraft required more technical skills
to develop, the planning and design for the game took
approximately three and a half months with all work completed
by library staff. Artwork for the game was modeled after
popular computer games, complete with an inventory showing
the student’s progress. Although creating the art was timeintensive, it made the game more engaging and was the element
most commented on by students.
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•

It was a bit cheesy; But a great tool to learn how to
use some of the things that are very useful with the
library. Especially how it makes you look for certain
things, and not just have the answer right there.

•

I liked how they made it into a story. It made it fun
and really enjoyable.

•

It was pretty straightforward, helpful, in terms of
learning the library’s diversity, and very fun to
complete

•

Creative way to teach a rather stale subject and made
it entertaining as well.

•

While it was giving information that can help me I
found the story interesting. My daughter wanted to
know what game I was playing? I told her it was an
assignment for English. She said, you play games for
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English? cool. I want to play
Seventy-eight students finished the revised version of
LibraryCraft. This is slightly lower than the completion rate
for the pilot year in 2010. However, the promotions committee
believes the drop in participation resulted from a lack of prizes.
The athletics department had donated 50 basketball tickets that
were used to entice students to play the pilot version.

Lessons Learned
The UVU Library’s experiences with Get a Clue and
LibraryCraft illustrate principles to incorporate in other library
gaming.

Conclusion
Get a Clue and LibraryCraft represent an innovative
method for introducing new students to the library and its
services and met the committee’s goals.
The overhead cost to the library to develop these
games was minimal, since only staff time, talent and skills
were used to develop the scripts and design the artwork. The
overall success resulted from identifying needs, communicating
through appropriate channels, and revising the games based on
careful evaluation.

Games need to be simple enough for students to
complete without staff intervention but challenging enough
to keep students engaged. With a small staff, UVU would
not be able to provide extensive support to students playing
the games and still provide quality service to library patrons.
The pilot games also demonstrated the need to provide simple
instructions and language. The promotions committee quickly
realized the game play as well as the clues in Get a Clue
needed to be simplified to prevent students from being taken
out of the game.
For online games, the use of technology should be
used appropriately. Extensive programming was not needed for
LibraryCraft to function. The tasks, which required students to
find and input answers to various questions, were all created
using simple HTML and JavaScript. The story and visual appeal
made the game successful. Students responded positively to the
artwork. Graphically appealing games will attract students and
help them engage in the game.
To create the games, the library used staff skills. If
games are kept simple, the impact on staff time does not need to
detract from regular duties. Staff on the promotions committee
enjoyed the opportunity to be creative and to use or develop
skills they did not need as a normal part of their job. If staff do
not have the skills necessary, look for partnerships with faculty
to use student projects.
After the initial test and pilot phases, the promotions
committee adapted and changed the game based on observations
and feedback. The committee changed the entire premise of Get
a Clue because assumptions made about the audience and their
experience with games was not the actual experience. All game
designers should be prepared and accepting of change.
Advertising and promoting the games to targeted
faculty helped increase participation. Most of the students
playing the games were receiving credit or extra credit for their
efforts. Prizes also helped attract students to play the game. The
committee felt a significant drop in participation in LibraryCraft
between the pilot year and the second year was caused by the
lack of prizes. Other campus departments are a good resource
for prizes; several UVU departments have donated prizes for
other events sponsored by the library.
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